
2018 IDEP Outfall Screening 

Village of Sparta Report 

Communities in Kent and Ottawa Counties, Michigan, required to have federal Clean Water Act National 

Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) stormwater permits, joined together under the 

guidance of the Grand Valley Metro Council (GVMC) to apply for a watershed-based stormwater permit 

in 2003. The Lower Grand River Organization of Watersheds (LGROW) was officially formed as an agency 

of GVMC in 2009 to coordinate the implementation of the permits and provide basin-wide oversight, 

conduct watershed-wide initiatives, and prioritize water quality concerns.  

Since then, 23 entities, made up of county, city, village, township, universities, and local school districts, 

have collaborated on reducing pollutants in stormwater runoff to improve local waterways in the Lower 

Grand River Watershed. The implementation of their shared plans for education, pollution prevention, 

and post-construction controls has empowered the communities and their residents to protect the 

watershed and improve quality of life.  

Currently, communities are implementing a regional Illicit Discharge Elimination Plan (IDEP) to prohibit 

and effectively eliminate illicit discharges to municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s). 

Communities have adopted illicit discharge ordinances based on this plan that give them legal authority 

to eliminate illicit connections. Working cooperatively, they have accurately identified ownership and 

responsibility of all outfalls to waters of the state and MS4 to MS4 discharge points in the urbanized 

areas. The communities also signed inter-agency agreements to cooperate with upstream tracing of a 

source when an illicit discharge was found. This unique cooperative arrangement gained the attention of 

EPA, resulting in modifications to the upcoming reissuance of the permits that allow the continuation of 

interjurisdictional programs to protect the watershed. 

Fieldwork 

In the summer of 2018, LGROW interns were shared between 15 different communities in Kent, Ottawa, 

and Muskegon Counties to screen all MS4 outfalls in the watershed, resulting in the identification and 

testing of dry-weather flows and eliminating illicit discharges. Before screening began, training and 

mapping needed to occur. LGROW staff provided IDEP training to all MS4s in the Lower Grand River 

Watershed and the MS4s in the Macatawa Watershed on May 22 and 23, 2018. An LGROW intern 

created a map of each community’s storm sewer system using ArcCollector to be used in the field on a 

tablet or smartphone.  

Outfall screening is weather dependent. Interns needed to wait 48 hours after the last rain event in 

order to determine if flow was present during dry weather. If flow is present in the system during dry 

weather, it can be an indicator of illicit discharges or illicit connections. Inspections are completed to 

eliminate these discharges or connections and to give MS4 communities insight into how their systems 

are operating. Once in the field, ArcCollector was used to find each outfall. It was used similarly to a 



hand-held GPS unit. Locations for outfalls in Sparta varied from major roads, to others located in tall 

shrubs, and even underwater.  

LGROW interns were responsible for inspecting each outfall following certain guidelines set forth in the 

IDEP. If the outfall did not have water flowing from it (which is ideal), then only basic observations 

regarding the size or material of the pipe, and the outfall location would be recorded. If an outfall was 

found to have dry weather flow, then a field test would be required. Water was sampled for pH, 

ammonia, and temperature. Sample results determined follow-up procedures.  

LGROW staff performed outfall inspections in the Village on August 1st, 2nd and September 12th, 2018 

with the help of Village staff. These outfalls can be seen in Figure 1. Three outfalls in Sparta were 

sampled due to flow being observed. These outfalls can be observed in Figure 2. No outfalls required a 

follow up as a result from these tests; pH, Surfactants, Ammonia and Temperature results were in the 

normal range, as specified per the IDEP. This outfall can is shown in Figure 1.  

Certain outfalls could not be properly inspected because they were buried or underwater. In those 

cases, interns would check the catch basin that was directly upstream from the outfall for flow. If there 

was no flow in the catch basin, then it was assumed that there was no dry weather flow exiting the 

subsequent outfall. If the catch basin had water that was flowing through it, it would need to be 

sampled and recorded.  

Using ArcCollector, all data from 2018 fieldwork will be saved and can be referenced in the future by 

communities. Photographs of each outfall were attached to the data entries, which will make dry 

weather screening easier in the future. This screening occurs once every 5 years. These pictures were 

also taken so that each MS4 program manager can look and see what their outfalls look like. If there are 

any issues with the outfalls (ex: broken or impaired pipes) it should be visible in these images.  

The Village of Sparta’s MS4 had a four broken outfalls. These outfalls were located on Harper Drive, 

Prospect and Division, at the end of Aspect Street and in William A Rogers Village Park.  Sparta also has 

two impaired outfalls these are located on Division and Loomis and also at the end of Carrie 

Street.These can be seen in Figure 4. 

The following attachement in Figure 3 is an image of Sparta’s outfalls for the MS4, and specific points 

that need to be removed from the MS4 list. The points that need to be removed have either been field 

verified to no longer exist, or are not under jusristdiction of the community’s MS4. This information was 

submitted to the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ). More information regarding 

the Villages MS4 permit and permit specific documents can be found at: www.lgrow.org/ms4 
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Figure 1: Outfall and Discharge Point List 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 2: Outfalls Sampled 

 

 

Figure 3: Locations of outfall that need to be added or removed to the MS4 information 

 

 

 



Figure 4: Broken Outfalls 
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Articles in the local paper, ‘Sparta TODAY’ 





















LGROW Materials on display at Village Hall: 

Materials on display in Village Hall: 



Some of the trees planted with funds from ReLeaf: 


